
One of my main roles while working at Macfarlane Packaging was to draw up the layout of various packing lines and other areas in distribution warehouses for customers. Below are three examples of work that I have created for 
customers to visualise the products we could provide and source within their warehouse to understand the best ways everything will fit as well as optimum layouts. 

Example 1 shows an example of packing bench with a wheeled trolley for a wine packing company. The customer was after a strong trolley that would allow them to push containers of wine onto the packing bench for them 
to repack and have them ready to send off on pallet. Both the trolley and packing benches would be custom made to fit. The design used several pre-loaded objects such as the printer,  screen and bracket. These items were 
sometimes modified in order to reduce the polygon count making the program run smoother.
Example 2 shows another wine distributors packing line, however they were expanding an existing line by adding a few packing benches are relocating a packing station. The expansion meant that the layout had to be re-organised 
to fit the wine boxes, the waste bins (roll cages) and the inserts for the new boxes. This can be seen with the key that labels out the floor plan. 
Example 3 was a simple redesign of a spares area in a warehouse. The brief was to make the area cleaner which was done by designing packaging for small medium and tubular parts out of Correx (this was out-sourced by another 
company). The customer also wanted the area to be more visually appealing for visitors and so a design was mocked up in Photoshop and Illustrator and applied to the appropriate wall. This design would have to have been out-
sourced by a specialised company to print and build the area out of a wooden construction. 
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